
 

4Cs Weekly Activities 
4Cs Weekly Activities -  February 13-17, 2023       Theme: Friendship 

Monday  Tuesday   Wednesday  Thursday  Friday   
Literacy 

A Friend Like You 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=ZXbxWBoDB68 

 

These two friends didn’t have 

much in common at first. They 

were very different, but they 

were flexible and enjoyed each 

other’s differences and became 

best friends. 

Now pick a friend to do the 

friend’s quiz with 

1. Favorite food 

2. Favorite game 

3. Favorite color 

4. Favorite story 

Do and your friends like 

different things or same? 

 

 

Math Cooperative Shape Mural 

Materials: small paper squares and 

rectangles, scissors, glue sticks, 1 

large sheet of paper. 

Introduce the square and rectangle 

shapes to the group by noticing how 

they are different, (long sides) and 

how they are the same( number of 

sides) 

Now children can cut more shapes 

and glue cooperatively. 

Children will work together to put the 

small shapes together to create 

larger shapes and a new shape.  

Children can cut the square in half to 

create a rectangle or cut on a 

diagonal to create a triangle. 

Children can work together to glue 

squares together to make a large 

square and a large rectangle  

Science Oil and Water Bottles 

Materials: small empty water 

bottles, oil, water, food color 

Oil and Water don’t mix but there 

are so cool together! 

Children can measure a little color 

and pour it into their water bottle 

and observe what happens. Now 

add a little oil to the water and 

observe what happens. (The water 

and color will mix but the oil will 

always separate) Now they can 

shake it and try to mix the water 

and oil and watch it separate.  

What do you think will happen 

when we mix a little water and color 

together? 

What do you think will happen 

when we add a little oil to the water? 

Why do you think oil and water will 

not mix together, but the water and 

color mixed? 

Art:  Friendship Painting 

Materials: Large pieces of paper, 

paint and brushes. 

 

Two friends can work together to 

create a beautiful painting using 

one large sheet of paper and 

paints. Ask children to choose a 

painting friend and write both 

names on the paper. Remind 

friends this is Friendship painting 

and they will have fun being 

creative together, sharing the 

space and paper and paint. 

 

Encourage the children to talk to 

each other about what they are 

painting. 

The large paintings can be put 

together to make a friendship 

display. 

Social Emotional  

Best Friend Puppet Shows 

Make up stories using two puppets. Two 

friends work together each picks only 

one puppet. Now they can make up a 

story to tell about their new best friend( 

the other puppet  

If children need prompting ask their 

puppets name and then you can help 

them start the story.  

One day _________ went to find her  

best friend _______at the _________.  

 When she got to the park her friend 

______________ said: Hey friend want to 

come and play________... 
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